




OPINION

Letters to the Editor — Biking
in Dallas, helping Ukraine,
Flying Tigers, toxic waste
sites
Readers suggest lifting parking minimums to help cyclists in
Dallas; suggest ways to help Ukraine; reflect on the Flying
Tigers; and urge that more be done to eliminate toxic waste
sites.
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Aerial view of people cycling, walking and jogging on a trail at White Rock Lake in Dallas on March 24, 2020.
(Smiley N. Pool / Staff Photographer)

By Letters to the Editor
1:00 AM on Apr 5, 2022

Trails alone don’t help cyclists

Re: “Dallas’ bike momentum is rolling — The pandemic got us on wheels, but this city

needs more off-road trails,” March 26 Editorials.

This editorial misses the mark. It notes Dallas ranks “140 out of 200 cities when

considering factors like bike lanes, share of workers who bike to work, access to bike
shops and clubs, air quality and weather.” The editorial then proceeds to mostly

ignore these factors and talk instead about trails.

Broadly, there are two types of cyclists in Dallas, leisure and commuter. Leisure

cyclists consist of two subgroups — recreational and fitness buffs. Families might ride

from their home to a trail, circle around, then come home again. Fitness enthusiasts
may park a car, take a bike off a roof rack, blast away some carbs, then re-attach the

bike to the roof and ride home.

Dallas continues to do a commendable job in trail development. Yet for the most part,

trails don’t go places people need to be.

Our low survey rankings won’t change until Dallas takes a comprehensive approach
to remake our streets so that using a bike to commute, run errands or grab items at a

convenience store becomes a realistic option for residents. This will involve not just

cycling lanes, but lifting minimum parking requirements and finding ways to calm

traffic by removing signals and promoting complete streets.
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